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Abstract

In medical process mining, specific domain characteristics have to be dealt with: in particular, in medicine, a significant amount of
expert knowledge is typically available; moreover, an interactive approach, letting medical users be involved in the work of process
model discovery, is more acceptable than a completely automated strategy.

To this end, in our recent work we have defined SIM (Semantic Interactive Miner), an innovative process mining tool able to:
(i) support the interaction with medical experts, who can progressively merge parts of the initially mined model, obtaining a more
generalized version; (ii) exploit pre-encoded domain knowledge, to move from a model where activities are reported at the ground
level to a more user-interpretable high-level version.

In this paper we illustrate the features of our tool by showing its application to the case study of neonatal resuscitation simulation:
we use SIM to mine the process models produced by two different groups of students of a simulation course, aiming at verifying
whether differently skilled young professionals produce different processes, which can finally be compared to the correct guideline.
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1. Introduction

The Process Mining Manifesto [1] highlights that process model discovery is one of the main tasks in process
mining: it takes as input an event log, storing the process traces, i.e., the sequences of activities generated during the
execution of single process instances, and outputs a process model, which should be obtained “without using any
a-priori information.”

While such a definition is applicable to several business processes domains, it looks quite restrictive in the medical
field, where a lot of domain knowledge is available, both in the form of analysts’ knowledge and expertise, and in the
form of pre-encoded ontological knowledge (e.g., ATC, Snomed). Moreover, in medicine, an interactive approach,
that allows medical experts to be involved in the work of process model discovery, seems more acceptable than a
completely automated strategy.

To take into account such needs, and to take advantage of all the available knowledge, in our recent work we
proposed the Semantic Interactive Miner (SIM) [4, 5], an innovative process mining tool able to:

• support the interaction with medical experts, who can selectively and progressively merge parts of an initial
automatically mined model, obtaining a more generalized and reduced version;
• exploit pre-encoded knowledge to move from a model where activities are reported at the ground level to a more

user-interpretable and abstract version.

In this paper, we illustrate the characteristics of SIM, by showing its application to the case study of neonatal
resuscitation simulation. Specifically, we adopt SIM to mine the process models produced by the traces generated
by two different groups of students during a simulation course. We then compare the two process models, to verify
whether differently skilled young professionals produce different results, that may have a different level of compliance
with the correct guideline.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide a technical description of the main SIM features; in
Section 3 we illustrate the case study; in Section 4 we summarize some related work; finally, Section 5 is devoted to
conclusions.

2. The SIM tool

In this section, we overview the main features of SIM. For more details, please see our previous works [4, 5].
Most process discovery systems in the literature act as “black-boxes” that, on the basis of a set of parameters, take

as input an event log and provide as output a model. If analysts are not satisfied with the model, they can only run
the system again (and again), with different parameters. However, since the effects of parameter values on the output
process model are totally unknown to the analysts, this iteration with the system looks like a “blind search.” On the
other hand, SIM aims to provide the opportunity to interactively exploit the analyst’s knowledge in model discovery
and to consider also pre-encoded domain knowledge, when available.

Specifically, as regard domain knowledge, SIM considers taxonomic knowledge about:

• the refinement (ISA relations) of process activities, and
• the composition (Part-Of relations) of process activities.

The core idea of SIM is to automatically mine (from the event log) an initial process model, and then incrementally
and interactively (with the analysts) generalize it, by applying a set of operations, possibly in different steps. Four
main aspects characterize SIM’s definition and behavior:

1. Initial model. SIM starts by mining from the log an initial model with precision = 1 and replay-fitness = 1 [6].
Informally speaking, it is a model that exactly covers all and only the behavior described by the input traces in
the log. Of course, since logs are incomplete, some forms of generalizations are needed. However, considering
that generalizations may correspond to a loss of precision and/or replay-fitness, we want that generalizations are
directly driven by the analyst, through an interactive and incremental process.
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2. Generalizations. In SIM, generalizations can be obtained by applying two different types of operations:

• merge operations, which merge the instances of some paths occurring in the model. Notably, to support
merge operations, SIM provides a set of facilities to specify paths, to search their occurrences in the model,
and to merge them;
• abstraction operations, which move from a process description where activities are reported at the ground

level, to more user-interpretable/compact descriptions, in which sets of such activities are abstracted into
the “macro-activities” subsuming them (ISA relations) or constituted by them (Part-Of relations).

3. Incremental and selective application of generalization operators. SIM provides analysts with the possibility of:

• applying generalization in a selective way (e.g., the analyst can decide what occurrences of the path to
merge, or what instances of the actions composing a macro-action to abstract);
• operating step-by-step; in such a way, the final model can be built by applying subsequent merge and

abstraction steps, each one leading to a progressively more generalized version.

4. Model evaluation and versioning. SIM enables analysts to:

• perform a quantitative (considering parameters like replay-fitness, precision, generalization [6]) evaluation
of the model;
• backtrack to previous versions of the model (versioning).

To achieve the above design goals, the architecture of SIM is comprised of five main modules: (1) the mining
module, which constructs an initial process model from traces in the event log; (2) the retrieval module, which looks
for paths in the (initial or partially generalized) process model; (3) the merge module, which merges (potentially, in a
selective way) paths found in a process model by applying one or more merge operations; (4) the abstraction module,
which abstracts (either automatically or interactively) a set of activities of a process model into macro-activities by
applying one or more abstraction operations, and (5) the versioning module, which creates and maintains a tree-like
data structure (the versioning tree), storing the evolution of a process model, from the initial model to the current one,
so that the analyst can further refine a particular version of the model as needed.

3. A case study in neonatal resuscitation simulation

The case study we are reporting in this paper stems from our collaboration with the pediatricians of the neona-
tal intensive care unit of the Casale Monferrato Hospital in Italy. The hospital is organizing simulation courses to
train younger professionals in neonatal resuscitation. The simulation courses exploit Laerdal “Newborn Anne©” de-
vice, which has been integrated with ad-hoc software to record all the activities executed during the resuscitation
procedures, thus generating an event log. This event log is currently composed of a total of 50 traces. The expert
pediatricians provided us with an ontology of the activities to be performed, describing the composition (Part-Of) or
subsumption (ISA) relations that define the higher-level procedures.

We have used SIM to mine from the logs the process models produced by two different groups of students of
the courses, aiming at verifying whether the differently skilled young professionals produce different resuscitation
processes, to compare them with the ideal model (i.e., the clinical guideline), which was available.

Fig. 1 shows the ontology. The main “top-level” procedures to be executed are an evaluation of the baby’s situation
(InitialSteps), a macro-activity (StartVM) consisting of ventilation, cardiac support and monitoring, and respiratory
support (SupportRP). The three composite procedures we mentioned are progressively decomposed through Part-Of
relations down to the ground activities. The ideal model (from the guideline) describes the process as follows: Initial-
Steps is the first macro-activity, which has to be followed by StartVM; if needed, SupportRP can also be performed.

Fig. 2 shows the process model mined by SIM on the 25 traces of the group of the most skilled students, where
ground activities (level 0 in the ontology) have already been abstracted to the first level of the ontology. Since several
common paths can be easily recognized, we have proceeded with a merge step, obtaining the process model in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. The knowledge base describing the main neonatal resuscitation management phases

In Fig. 3, we have manually highlighted the items in Part-Of relation that can be further abstracted to the second level
of the ontology. As the figure shows, this student group successfully implemented a resuscitation strategy far from the
ideal one, which should involve just the sequence “InitialSteps→ StartVM.” The lack of expertise has led the group
to repeat some procedures and to introduce a couple of additional activities, which cannot be abstracted. However,
globally speaking, the teacher has judged their work as a good one.

Fig. 4, on the other hand, shows the process model mined by SIM on the 25 traces of the less skilled students, while
Fig. 5 shows the result of the merge procedure, as before. In this case, the steps of the ideal process cannot be easily
recognized, demonstrating the significant lack of skill of this student group, which repeats the same macro-activities
several times (e.g., SupportCR is executed before and after StartMassageVentilation, while it should be executed only
after it), and needs to introduce respiratory support with oxygen (RespiratorySupport) – because the baby simulator,
incorrectly cared, reveals unstable clinical conditions.
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Fig. 2. Process model of the most skilled students, abstracted at the first level of the ontology. The process starts from an initial activity (First-
StepVentilation) and splits have to be interpreted as mutually exclusive

This experimental work shows an important feature of our abstraction functionality: while simplifying process
readability, providing a bird’s eye view of the procedures, it is still able to highlight important differences among the
compared models. Notably, in our experimental work, less relevant details are lost, but key pieces of information are
kept.
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Fig. 3. Process model of the most skilled students, where further possible abstractions at the second level of the ontology are highlighted. For
instance, activities {StartMassageVentilation, SupportCR, PostReanimationMonitoring} are Part-Of StartVM

4. Related work

Various recent contributions consider how to integrate semantic information and analyst’s expertise into process
discovery. In particular, the work in [2] proposes a two-step approach, where, first, one or more “low-level models” are
constructed, and then the selected one is converted into a “high-level model”, able to express more advanced control
flow patterns. In the first step, several syntactic and semantic abstraction techniques are proposed; in the second step,
an analyst is allowed to evaluate the models, and use her/his knowledge to judge which one guarantees a sufficient
level of generalization. SIM moves further in the direction started by this work, giving additional power and role to
the human expert, and incorporating ontological knowledge.

The work in [10], on the other hand, identifies groups of related activities, corresponding to abstract tasks. The
abstraction mechanism exploits a clustering technique, which adopts activity attributes (e.g., cost, or resources) to
cluster the group of ground activities into the corresponding abstract task. The approach requires all activity attributes
to be logged, but unfortunately this information is often incomplete in practice, especially in the medical field.

The work in [8] proposes an approach which encodes domain knowledge as a set of precedence constraints. The
work in [9] focuses on declarative process models and prunes constraints that, based on domain knowledge, can be
inferred from other constraints. It is however worth noting that, in all of these contributions, domain knowledge must
necessarily be expressed in the form of rules or constraints, and process discovery can be very complex.

A very interesting contribution is described in [7], which introduces Interactive Process Discovery (IPD). IPD
exploits domain knowledge and the event log in parallel, improving accuracy and understandability. To enable inter-
active discovery, IPD uses the so-called synthesis rules, allowing to expand a minimal synthesized net (a type of Petri
Net) by adding one transition and/or one place, selected by the user, at a time. IPD indicates to the user if the selected
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Fig. 4. Process model of the less skilled students, abstracted at the first level of the ontology.

activity occurs before or after the other activities within the synthesized net, and suggests where to place it, based on
the log. The paper in [3] discussed the suitability of IPD to healthcare. The goals of such an approach are probably
the closest to SIM, even if it adopts a different technical solution.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have illustrated the behaviour of SIM, a process discovery tool specifically designed for medical
applications. Indeed, SIM allows to deal with the significant amount of knowledge typically available in medicine,
both incorporating it in the ontological form, and by allowing interaction with medical analysts, thus supporting
progressive process model generalization.

Our case study in neonatal resuscitation simulation has shown the potentialities of SIM: on the one hand, the tool
increases process readability and understandability, thanks to its merging and abstraction operations, which remove
less relevant details; on the other hand, it is able to highlight important differences among the compared models, by
keeping all the more relevant information.

In the future, we plan to evaluate SIM in different medical domains as well, considering usability issues as well.
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